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Our Vision: 

-with ‘hockey as an asset’ we envision Central Hockey Club as a community beacon of 

excellence in the development of the game from grass-root level through to national level 

participation. 

-leveraging this asset as contributory to the upliftment of surrounding communities as beacon 

of safety and care   

Est 1993
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Dayaan Cassiem- Age 22

Central Hockey Club Men’s Grand Champion League, Western Province and SA National Player



Dayaan and Mustapha Cassiem- Age 22 and 19

Central Hockey Club Men’s Premier League, Western Province and SA National Players

“…It all started for us at the Central Hockey Club in Athlone. This is where we 
were first spotted”, Dayaan Cassiem.

Dayaan and Mustapha Cassiem are well known within the hockey fraternity, 

both at a provincial and national level. It is remarkable that two brothers early 

in their hockey careers are able to enjoy the sport together. However, their 

lineage, and in particular their dad, Abdul Aziz “Casa” Cassiem (shown below) 

certainly had a part in their hockey upbringing. Casa reminisces about the 

days when the then boys would follow him around on the hockey field. Casa a 

talented hockey player himself was unfortunately a sporting product of the 

Apartheid era, and whilst he could not play for his country, he was a valuable 

source of resilience and inspiration for his boys. Today, they’ve adopted his 

discipline with humility and play a vital role as leaders within the Central 

structure on and off the field. 

After receiving scholarships, both the brothers extended their hockey careers 

at Bishops Diocesan College, this after attending school at Habibia Primary 

School in Rylands, Cape Town.   

“…it does not matter where you 
come from. It's all about hard 

work and dedication”, Abdul Aziz 

Cassiem.

To date both brothers earned 

their debuts aged 18, and whilst 

they have played many games 

together at Central Hockey Club, 

it will be a special day when the 

two of them represent South 

Africa at the Olympic games in 

Tokyo 2021. 



Road to TOKYO 2021- ‘The Olympic Dream’ 
opens in YouTube

The Cassiem Family

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q7OM3z3vHMk
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Quanita Bobbs- Age 28

Central Hockey Club Ladies Grand 

Challenge League, Western 

Province and SA National Player

Quanita Bobbs started her hockey career as a toddler 

spending her Saturday’s watching hockey at Central’s home 

ground in Athlone. It all started with WATCHING. Whilst she 

gathered many learnings by watching players who at the time 

were representing South Africa, or players who simply just 

enjoyed the glide of the ball on the turf, it all became reality 

when she held a hockey stick in her hand- it was the most 

natural connection. A connection that would form her life in a 

profound way on and off the field. 

A sporting family however, created a natural disposition in 

forming her hockey career. With her dad a hockey player in 

his early days and later the Chairman at Central Hockey Club, 

her mom a netball player, and her brother who represented 

the SA under 21 soccer team- a solid foundation was formed 

organically. Her ambition in many ways had a support base 

which would help her progress- today she is a constant in 

the National ladies hockey set up, serving her country with 

138 caps after debuting in 2012 at the age of 19. 

Quanita has represented SA at every major global hockey 

tournament; The Champions Challenge 2012 in Ireland, The 
Hockey World Cup 2014 in Holland and The Commonwealth 
Games in Scotland and Australia. The CALL finally came, and 

her Olympic dream will now become a reality in Tokyo 2021.         

Road to TOKYO 2021-
‘The Olympic Dream’ 
opens in YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ecGFphGcRQw


Our Objectives:

Central Hockey Club is a culmination of history on and off  the hockey field. Our member base tells stories as far back as the 1960s with each 

generation leaving behind a rich culture and ethos of hockey through community and life-long friendship. As our country underwent numerous 

political and economic transitions, hockey became the ‘tie that binds’ bringing friends and family alike together- we are family (off  the 

field). 

We understand and we have seen that, sport is a catalyst for social development. At Central, hockey is our catalyst not only in shaping grass-root 

hockey but producing international level players consistently who have emanated from our community. This means, that we not only have to strive 

for excellence, but we must create an environment which propagates deeper values outside of the sport. Simply, we want each player to 

be successful on and off the hockey field and Central is the training ground. This responsibility is significant in the 

context of our beloved sport, but also our beloved country! 

Dr Jeff Cloete

President Central Hockey Club    



Acacia Hockey Club- Est 1992

Blackburn Hockey Club- Est 1972

Mocambo Hockey Club- Est 1962

Queens Park Ranger Men’s Hockey Club- Est 1962

Ridgeville Hockey Club- Est 1990

Westridge Cavaliers Hockey Club- Est 1982

…a rich culture and ethos of hockey

Merger of Western Cape affiliated 

hockey clubs to form CENTRAL 

HOCKEY CLUB in 1993
▪ CHC now affiliated to newly established 

Western Province Hockey Union post 

apartheid era

▪ CHC enters first Grand Challenge team 

▪ WC Youth Hockey Forum est to 

accommodate club teams in school 

bodies; 

▪ Central enters u/18 Boys in WP High 

School League

▪ Central enters first ladies team in the WP 

Hockey Union Ladies League

▪ Enter CHC Development and Growth 

Phase

Central Hockey Men’s Grand 

Challenge League Champions 

2019
Central Hockey Men’s Grand 

Reserve Champions 2019

1980 WP Hockey Union Junior 

IPT Champions 1981 WP Hockey Union Junior 

IPT Champions- Shared with EP
1982 WP Hockey Union Junior IPT 

Champions- Shared with Border 1983 WP Hockey Union Junior 

IPT Runners Up

Provincial teams selected from the aforementioned hockey clubs, 
including other clubs who chose not to merge with Central in 1993

1984 WP Hockey Union Junior 

IPT Champions 1985 IPT CANCELLED DUE NATIONAL 

SCHOOL BOYCOTT
1987 WP Hockey Union Junior 

IPT Champions 1988 WP Hockey Union Junior 

Runners Up
1989 WP Hockey Union Junior 

Runners Up 1990 WP Hockey Union Junior 

Runners Up

1991 WP Hockey Union Junior 

Champions
1991 WP Hockey Union Senior 

Champions

1992 WP Hockey Union 

Junior Champions

1992 WP Hockey Union 

Senior Champions

1999 Men’s Grand Challenge 

SA Club Champions1997 Men’s Town Challenge 

team League Champions-

Promoted

1995 CHC enters two Ladies 

teams- merger Victoria and 

Lansdowne Clubs

1995 Ladies win Town 

Challenge Slot in WC Union

1999 Men’s Grand Challenge  

League Champions- Promoted

2000 Vygieskraal Hockey 

Complex, Athlone- CHC new HQ

2008 Ladies promoted to 

Ladies Grand Challenge 

League

2015 Men’s promoted to 

Men’s Grand Reserve

Central Hockey Ladies L3 League 

Champions 2019- promotion to 

L2

International Coach/Player 

program launch- 1997-2013

11 European Players

4 European Coaches

Some Timelines, Events and Statistics may vary slightly due to missing historic records- the synopsis represented here presents an impression of depth in hockey at Central Hockey Club. 



The Past…today we understand was a 

good predictor of the future

I’m sure we have more 
images…but as an example. 

SACOS Western Province 

Men’s Hockey- 1986

SACOS Western Province 

Junior Hockey- 1986

Long history of Ladies hockey



Rory (Lads) and 

Warren (Belmont) 

Mocambo 

Hockey 

Club-

Est1962

S.A.C.O.S Inter-

provincial tournament

Rory (Lads) and 

Cecil (Blackburn) 

Learning from the past so we form the future



We were all equal, we 
had nothing, but we had 
everything- Gavin 

Pietersen, Age 58

The values we learnt came from the community not 
just our family, hockey gave us the commonality in how 
we exercised our values- Rodney Fisher, Age 68 

Lessons from the past told today

Back in the apartheid days, hockey was played was  under the SACOS banner "No normal 
sport in an abnormal society", which laid the foundation for my discipline, believes in a better 
society and the comradery forced over the years. I will forever be grateful for the game of 
hockey which I love and for the lifetime of friendship I made during that period- Gregory 

Williams, Age 59

The hockey fraternity has moulded many a player not only in 
sportsmanship, camaraderie, fellowship but also respect both on 
and off the field- Chris Capito, Age 60

In a time when Ladies Hockey was poorly developed not only 
for ladies in general but more so non-whites, we somehow 
found purpose administering and playing the game even in the 
smallest of capacities. We had our eyes on the men’s game and 
this gave us an opportunity to form our own brand of hockey –
Sarena Daniels 

I remember the build up to the games; 
Saturday preparing the goal nets, and 
making sure the markings on the grass 
fields were precise. The bigger games 
were quite charged up with the rivalry 
being less than favourable- tensions ran 
high for winning team rights. Even so, 
there was a commonality, there was 
respect- ladies and gentlemen were 
born on the hockey field, we continued 
to grow together as friends and foe-
Derek Kensley, Age 57



Vygieskraal Sports Centre
The Central Hockey Club pavilion overlooking the playing field

Pro Amor Ludi



At Central, hockey is the mechanism for deeper 

humanity…
Our hockey achievements to date have without doubt seen the fruits of our servitude for the player . However, our ‘Hockey as an Asset’ principle is 

an enactment of deeper social and community virtues. This could be a by-product of our history, but I like to think that it is about our awareness 

and unapologetic intent to serve our community- after all this is where WE came from! 

At Central, hockey is the mechanism for deeper humanity, a safe place for youth to grow amid many deeper socio-economic issues.

So, in many ways we must see triumphs ON the field closely coupled with triumphs OFF the field. This is the true essence of a Central win. 

Bruce Jacobs 
Vice President at Central Hockey Club
Central Hockey Club GC Head Coach
Former South African Men’s Captain

Former Western Province Men’s Captain
Winner of 6 Grand Championship Titles as Player and Head Coach

CHC Men’s Premier League Champions 2019, Western Province 
7 Western Province Caps

3 National Caps
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536
Provincial/Zonal Players 

30
Men

7
Ladies 

24
Boys

4 
Girls

105
Men

85
Ladies 

165
Boys

181
Girls

4
National Managers/Selectors

5
Provincial Managers/Selectors

3
National Coaches

10
Provincial Coaches

65
South African Players 



Central Hockey Club against our vision of excellence subscribes to a ‘Top Hockey Structure’ in order to 

continuously and consistently evolve our game as part of our production line of high-quality players 
This methodology aligns to our Youth Development 

model so that there is a common-thread from 

grass-root level through to a professional level.  

Top 

Hockey 

Structure

Head 
Coaches

Sports 
Medicine 
Division

Other

Sports 
Science 
Division

Specialist 
Trainers

Consultant 

Consultant who manages the top hockey 

process and supports the first team head 

coaches and their players 

Sport Medicine Division consisting 

of a physiotherapist/s and medical 

doctor/s

Sport Science Division consisting of a conditioning coach 

and biokineticist

Specialist Trainers: Goalkeeper Coach 

and Technical Coaches

Other: Videographer, Mental 

Skills Coach, Nutritionist, Mentors, 

Team Manager

First team coaches consult with Top Hockey Consultant about 

optimizing the performances of their respective teams as well as 

the utilization of additional resources. Information is disseminated 

to other Central Hockey lower league coaches and management. 



‘Central Hockey Club (CHC), established in 1993, promotes hockey at all levels of the game for Boys, Girls, Men and Ladies’

Girls Youth Development



Our ultimate aim for CHC is to be playing hockey in every Youth (boys and girls), Ladies and Men’s league as part of the Western

Cape Hockey Association structure. Currently, we are playing in 4 out of 7 ladies leagues and 4 out of 8 men’s leagues. We see 

great opportunity as part of vision to compete in every league.    

Boys Youth Development



%0

LGC

LGR

LTC

L2

L3

L4

L5

TEAM:

CHC LTC Team

CHARACTER: Youth, Home 

grown, Semi-professional, 

Fearless and Strong

AMBITION: 
High performance skills 

development 

Grand Challenge (LGC) 

promotion



LGC

LGR

LTC

L2

L3

L4

L5

TEAM:

CHC L3 Team

CHARACTER: Young talent 

(13-20 years), Professional 

ambition  

AMBITION: 
Youth Development Bridge 

Open Higher Leagues



LGC

LGR

LTC

L2

L3

L4

L5

TEAM:

CHC L5 Team
(youth L5 2)

CHARACTER: Fun, Learning 

and Character building

AMBITION: 
Increase player base

Promotion to L4 



TEAM:

CHC L5 Team
(senior L5 1)

CHARACTER: Experienced, 

Longevity, Youth to Senior 

Development, Fun and 

Values-driven.

AMBITION: 
Strengthen Youth 

Development bridge 

Open Higher Leagues

LGC

LGR

LTC

L2

L3

L4

L5



CHC Men’s Grand Challenge Champions 2019, Western Province 
580* Western Province caps

310* National caps



The CHC MGC is home to many provincial 

hockey stars, with a combined number of 

390 plus caps for the Western Province 

Men’s 1st XI and 190 plus caps for the 

Western Province Men’s 2ndXI. The team is 

not short of international experience either, 

with a combined 310 caps for the South 

African Men’s XI and a coach who is a 2 

time Olympian and former SA Men’s Captain. 

The current national men’s vice captain plays 

an integral role within the CHC MGC and 3 

more players within the squad are headed to 

the Tokyo Olympic Games. During the off 

season many players within the squad travel 

to play in the top leagues in Holland, 

Germany and the UK. Many of players within 

the team, hold esteemed coaching 

qualifications and actively manage and coach 

numerous prestigious school, club, and 

provincial teams, with a current part time 

player and coach being named as the USA 

Women’s National Head Coach. With a total 

goals scored of 27 and only one against, the 

team is currently on course to win the 

Western Province Men’s Grand challenge 

league in 2021.

MGC

MGR

MTC

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

The Central MGC team is the flagship men’s team of Central Hockey Club. The team plays in the 

top men’s hockey league in the Western Province and is the current Western Province Grand 

Challenge League Champions

TEAM:

CHC MGC Team



MGC

MGR

MTC

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

TEAM:

CHC MGR Team

CHARACTER: Talented young 

and diverse with experienced ex-

professional players. Semi-

professional and focused.

AMBITION: 
Consistent flow of players into the 

Grand Challenge squad year on 

year. 

Opportunities for further Provincial 

and National call ups



MGC

MGR

MTC

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

TEAM:

CHC M3 Team

CHARACTER: Experienced, 

Longevity, Youth to Senior 

Development, Fun and 

Values-driven.

AMBITION: 
Strengthen Youth 

Development bridge 

Open Higher Leagues



MGC

MGR

MTC

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

TEAM:

CHC M6 Team

CHARACTER: Veteran players, 

Long lasting friendships, 

Experience and knowledge, club 

administration 

AMBITION: 
Play until their legs cannot carry 

them any longer

Open up more men’s leagues for 

younger players



Honoring a Central Legend 

Mr Edmund Fisher, (shown in the images) age 67 has 

been an example of fitness and more so a source of 

knowledge and wisdom on the hockey field. Needless to 

say, his participation for club, province and country carries 

a formidable set of life values which aligns and speaks to 

the Central win. To date Mr Fisher is still the first player to 

arrive and the last to step of the turf- long it may last! 

Catching up with our legend, Edmund states that;

‘Keeping myself youthful and keeping our 

youth honest is an important value he lives by 

specifically when facing uncertainty as to the future.’ 

Playing his hockey out of Athlone Hockey Club, Mr Fisher’s 

achievements were at a Masters and Grand Masters level 

where he received Western Province and South African 

caps since 2009. His achievements have seen him travel 

to Holland and Australia with the South African National 

team. Japan 2019 however, came to a hard stop as the 

Covid pandemic shocked the world.    

Today, Mr Fisher still forms part of the CHC M6 team- long 

may it last, his presence represents our virtue of longevity. 



Ryan Julius- Age 26

Central Hockey Club Men’s Grand Champion League, Western Province and SA Men’s 



Our Aspiration: To grow our beloved sport and under the premise of ‘hockey as an 

asset’ Central believes, that no member of our club should ‘pay to play’. 
Accessibility for our community at all levels of hockey is a virtue and this virtue will not be 

hindered by our member’s financial circumstances.     
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A Facilities C Community Support

Excellence in Hockey

Safety and Care in Community

B Youth Development

Funding

Sponsorships/ Funding/ Donations Membership Fees

D Sport 
Administration

A Facilities C Community SupportB Youth Development

OUR VISION:



1x water-based MAIN astro turf for games

▪ player dug out 

▪ floodlit  

1x sand-based astro turf (small) for practice 

1 x HOME team change room unisex 

1 x AWAY team change room unisex

1 x Medical Room 

Sports Bar (events only) 

Kiosk (community run) 

Central Hockey Club is nestled within the Vygieskraal Sport Complex in 

Athlone, Cape Town. We are central to the surrounding community which 

allows for close proximity access. Our facility has been running since 1993, 

with majority of the maintenance and improvements of the facility coming 

from membership fees, support from the City of Cape Town and long-standing 

sponsors in the National Lotto. Against our member base and current hockey 

structure we have made fair progress in the up-keep of the facility- however, 

during recent times amid a global pandemic, sustainability and future growth 

has been difficult to navigate. Our primary objective is now focused on a return 

to the playing field- hence the collection of membership fees will resume. Current Status

A Facilities



--*-

1x water-based MAIN astro turf for games

▪ player dug out 

▪ floodlit  

1x sand-based astro turf (small) for practice 

1x NEW astro turf for games 

Revitalise existing astro for practice

1 x HOME team change room unisex 

1 x AWAY team change room unisex

1 x NEW HOME change room ladies

1 x NEW AWAY change room ladies

Revitalise existing change rooms

1 x High Performance Centre

Sports Bar 
Fully operational 

as source of 

self-funding

Kiosk (community 

run)
Revitalise 

existing building 

including; Kiosk, 

Medical Room 

and Sports Bar 

area

Ultimately, the vision for our facilities, in alignment to the CHC vision is to 

maintain, develop and sustain the game of hockey by producing an 

International standard facility. Coupled with our development proposition is our 

ability to host hockey at all levels. The high-level ‘Future Plan’ presented here 

alleviates playing surface capacity constraints and importantly, improves higher 

levels of accessibility to the sport in the surrounding area. Our ability to host 

international fixtures is fundamental as this creates awareness in the 

community and assists in propagating our youth virtues. In many ways, our 

facility represents progression with our historic legacy as its foundation.Future Plans

A Facilities

1 x Medical Room 

1x NEW Indoor 

Facility 



The story of Youth is our starting point, this is where values are groomed, 

and play is where these values are exercised. 

It is imperative that CHC coaches and players ‘don't get left behind' regarding the way in which the game is evolving at an 

elite level. CHC players need to keep pace and require assistance to cope with the demands of Top Hockey in SA and abroad. In

this regard, a youth level player is guaranteed invaluable club hockey experience as they navigate the ranks with their game evolving 

as and when the game evolves. Our DSP Model (Developmental, Social and Professional), in alignment with our Top Hockey 
Structure provides a sound foundation for our youth program to groom future hockey stars. This speaks vastly to the culture we as 

Convenyors must embrace and cultivate.   

We should also recognize our community, this is where our youth come from, its where we come from 

and as such our responsibility towards the safe keep of our children is important but special. 

Mrs. Angie Little
CHC Youth Development Convenor

B Youth
Development



B Youth
Development

Developmental Professional

Social

CHC Culture

CHC Mindset

Financial

Community

Technology

Specialists

Ex-Players

Facilities

R
e
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Our Model (DSP) The CHC Brand of hockey is cultivated by our depth in hockey

culture and the grooming of leader mindset via of DSP Model



C Community 
Support

Community is about time and an unrivalled commitment of selflessness. Saturday morning is the 

sacrifice for our L5 ladies who awake in the early hours as mothers. However, on this day their 

maternal love and care spreads further as they leave their own families to serve their community 

family. Central Hockey Club becomes the kitchen of commitment, a kitchen of cause! Without 

complaint, the knives start chopping and the pots steaming as the smell of spices gently 

consume the air around the hockey field. As the many helpers come and go the only constant is 

the 6 mothers who charm the pots and walking by ‘tasters’. Time is their superpower and love is 

their weapon. 



C Community 
Support

Over the years the Central L5 ladies team 

have been an example of selflessness, 

exhibiting an important pillar of our culture as 

a community organization- Giving! 

The more recent COVID Relief project is a 

weekly event with the ladies feeding hundreds 

of mouths in surrounding informal 

communities.

Other projects include Woman’s Day care 

events at local old age homes, Easter 
Eggtravaganza and Mandela Day. Due to a 

limited resources, planning these events take 

time and with a little more support and 

consistency in their operation the ladies feel 

they could do more. In many ways our DSP 

foundation can be seen in its ultimate form via 

our L5 ladies, a wonderful heartfelt dose of 

morality. 



Saturday Morning Cause 

Kitchen
C Community 

Support

-

Covid Relief Project



Saturday Morning Cause 

Kitchen

C Community 
Support

Covid Relief Project



Saturday Morning 

Cause Kitchen Delivery
C Community 

Support

Covid Relief Project



C Community 
Support

Care 

Packages 

Delivered to 

Community 

Old Age 

Homes
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“

C Community 
Support

The best way to find yourself, is to lose yourself  in the service of 

others.” —Mahatma Gandhi

https://www.success.com/article/6-steps-to-discover-your-true-self


D Sport 
Administration

Central Hockey Club is a culmination of volunteers (without compensation) each with their respective 

careers outside of our beloved club. The roles and structures at a high-level omit volunteers through 

varying levels of the club- these include coaches, team managers and umpires. Our culture of volunteerism 

is without doubt selfless, and when the dust of the arena settles, we cry HERO! The focus areas detailed 

below are core to our existence; these all abide by sporting codes from a fiduciary, legal and regulatory 

governance perspective. From a CHC perspective, this is where our culture is cultivated, our vision 

transformed, and our purpose lived. 

Finance Club Secretary League Secretary Marketing & PR

The Finance team provides 

financial management and control 

towards maintaining CHC’s assets. 

Governance from a finance 

perspective is paramount- as a 

community non-profit organisation 

funds raised are accounted for 

down to the last penny. To ratify 

the allocation of funds, audit 

controls via an external provider 

are available for public perusal. We 

have statutory obligation to those 

we serve and to national 

legislation. 

The role of the Club Secretary is 

ratification, consolidation and 

dissemination of information in 

lieu of all CHC’s stakeholders. 

Our club secretary holds all 

minuted records and legal and 

regulatory collateral to keep our 

objectives in good-standing. 

The League Secretary is CHCs 

hockey fraternity senior liaison. 

This role plays a critical role in the 

ratification and dissemination of 

information from the South African 

and Western Province Hockey 

Associations to the CHCs 

stakeholders. The League 

Secretary also assures CHC’s 

compliance and implementation 

of hockey related regulations and 

protocols in order for the game to 

progress thereby keeping CHC in 

good-standing.

Marketing and PR related matters 

refers to the ‘voice’ and persona 

of CHC. ROI from a marketing and 

community perspective is 

responsible for fund-raising and 

sponsor negotiations. Public 

Relations manages CHC’s identity 

specific to our broad vision but 

also maintains our community bias 

which is an important growth 

pillar. 



CHC Men’s Premier League Champions 2019, Western Province 
7 Western Province Caps

3 National Caps

Consistent mechanisms of cash flow remain a concern especially 

amid a global pandemic, this places immense pressure not only on daily maintenance at CHC but pushes 

our long-term sustainability objectives out. 

As a sport administrative team at CHC, cash flow remains firmly at the top of our agenda. Like with many things this is the determinant for how well we’re able leverage 

our “hockey as an asset’ virtue, BUT also look over the sustainability horizon. On this basis two simple but key cash flow allocations surface; ‘the running and 

maintenance of all hockey affiliated costs’ and ‘growth towards long term sustainability’. Both are equally important in order for our vision to transpire. 

The status quo, whereby our membership fees carry most if  not all of our ‘running and maintenance’ costs is not sustainable. This is

particularly compounded by COVID-19 in relation to the community we serve. For this we cannot cast the same net over all our 

members- their financial circumstances are indeed strained and for the small percentage of those who can afford membership fees our

operational burden is too large to compensate for the deficit. Turning adversity into Opportunity. This is where we believe CHC 

can disrupt the hockey club paradigm of ‘pay to play’. By minimising or completely omitting these membership fees CHC believes that 

we open new doors to accessibility, increase our player base and effect a consistent youth development pipeline. Our children must 

play! 

Through COVID-19 we learn. Our future cannot be taken for granted, and so we must turn to growth and long-term sustainability. Winning on the hockey field is as 

important as winning off the hockey field. We want Central to be a hockey precinct of excellence; for our Youth Program to consistently translate into National 

participation, for our Facilities to be pristine and expanded and importantly, for our Community to find a safe home whilst in our care. Our legacy spans deep into 1960s, 

however, sustaining our future for generations to come is the greatest love for the game CHC can provide. This is why we exist! 

Paul Smith 

Marketing Convenor CHC



Running and Maintaining the Club should refer to Manex however, without low levels of funding, all inflows are currently just keeping CHC afloat. 

This means little leverage to improve our facility. 

Contextualising Our Needs- ‘Running and Maintaining the Club’ 

Focus Area and Need Notes Priority/ Term

A. Facilities- Garden Service: GRASS 

CUTTING

2 x fields, surrounds and verges, including sweeping playing surface. Medium/ Bi-

weekly

A. Facilities- Garden Service: HERBICIDE 

TREATMENT

Herbicide treatment of surrounding walkways and the astro turf. Medium/ Bi-

weekly

A. Facilities- ALARM MONITORING Suspended due to cost saving. However, recently experienced a break-in with assets stolen. Short/ Monthly 

A. Facilities- CCTV extend Addition of more cameras to extend security Medium/ Monthly

A. Facilities- INTERNET ACCESS To support CCTV infrastructure, Sports Café and Facility functions Short/ Monthly 

A. Facilities- GROUNDSMAN and JANITOR 

WAGES

CORE skills for the upkeep of our facility Short/ Monthly 

A. Facilities- SECURITY and COVID 

OFFICER

CORE skills for the upkeep of our facility Short/ Monthly 

A. Facilities- DSTV Suspended due to cost saving. Important value-add for Sport Café and future liquor license 

application for the new bar

Short/ Monthly 

A. Facilities- Video Recording Equipment 

and revitalisation

Video recording equipment for professional games and audio/visual analyses. CORE capability for 

analysing games and player tactics/performance

Short/ Once Off

A. Facilities- Video Projector Stolen during recent break-in Medium/ Once Off

A. Facilities- Hockey Tech Table CORE capability in managing all hockey games played the complex Short/ Once Off



Contextualising Our Needs- ‘Running and Maintaining the Club’ 

Focus Area and Need Notes Priority/ Term

A. Facilities- PAINTING Painting of the facility internal and external. Labour Required- paint Supplied by COCT for exterior 

and interior 

Short/ Once off

A. Facilities- HOT WATER CYLINDERS Replacement of the hot water cylinders in the ablutions and clubhouse. Equipment, Material and 

Labour for replacement 

Short/ Once off

A. Facilities- NEW LIGHTING Replacement of outside light fittings for security and walkways. New Light Fittings, Material and 

Labour for replacement

Medium/ Once off

A. Facilities- ENTRANCE DRIVEWAY Hardening of the facility and spreading the asphalt gravel on the main entrance road. Short/ Annually

A. Facilities- WALKWAY Hard surfacing of the walkway on the grass field’s side. Medium/ Annually 

A. Facilities- FLOODLIGHTS 

MAINTENANCE & REFOCUSING

Refocusing of top floodlights for security reasons. Short/ Annually 

A. Facilities- KIOSK AWNING/ CANOPY Installation of a rain canopy over the front of the kiosk. Medium/ Once off

A. Facilities- ROOF WATERPROOFING Waterproofing the roofs- All Buildings Short/ Annually

A. Facilities- CHANGE ROOMS Replacement of the taps; washers and shower heads. Short/ Once off

A. Facilities- SECURITY LIGHTING Additional security lighting for the Johnson Road entrance Short/ Once off

A. Facilities- SHORT TERM INSURANCE Asset management Short/ Once off



Contextualising Our Needs- ‘Running and Maintaining the Club’ 

Focus Area and Need Notes Term

A. Facilities- Security Change rooms Convert alcoves in change rooms to lockable storage units. Short/ Once off

A. Facilities- Main Astro Playing Turf Revitalise specified areas on Main Astro playing surface to restore. Minor issues creating uneven ball 

movements 

Medium/ Ad Hoc

A. Facilities- Main Astro (water-

based surface) WATER SPRAYERS

Water Sprayers are currently not operational- due to blockages in the pipeline. Reinstatement Automatic 

Watering System

1. Water cannon hose reels

2. Solenoids for the automatic watering system

3. Electrical cables

Short/ Once off  

and annually 

(critical) 

A. Facilities- Practice Astro Resurface Current surface is vastly unused due to playing surface deterioration. Unable to optimise training and pre-

warm up exercises. 

Short/ Once off

A. Facilities- Practice Astro 

Floodlights

Currently the Practice Astro cannot be utilized for night training or fixture warm-ups. No floodlights were 

installed at inception. LED  floodlights and mast are required. Cost R 15K approximately 

Short/ Once off  

A. Facilities- Practice Astro Fence No fence surrounds the Practice Astro making training and warm-ups less efficient and impractical Short/ Once off  

A. Facilities- Spectator and Dug-Out 

seating

Replace old with new seating- deterioration from UV exposure. Medium/ Once 

off

A. Facilities- Spectator Seating 

Pavilion Shade/Awning

No Shade/Awning over spectator seating Short/ Once



Contextualising Our Needs- ‘Running and Maintaining the Club’ 

Focus Area and Need Notes Term

B. Youth Development- HOCKEY 

EQUIPMENT

Annual upgrades of latest equipment, including revitalisation of existing Medium/ Annually 

B. Youth Development- TRANSPORT Preferred Rental (rather than Vehicle to avoid overheads) Short- Every 

Saturday during 

season

B. Youth Development- LAPTOP & 

PROJECTOR

Use for Life Skills and Hockey Orientation as part of the program- will help if  technical support was 

available to the Youth Convenor for h/s ware issues. 

Medium/ Once 

off

C. Community Support- Nutritious and 

Long Shelf-life Food Supply 

Consistent supply of dry food supplies for preparation. Arrangements for perishables also appreciated. Short- Every 

Saturday 

C. Community Support- TRANSPORT Preferred Rental (rather than Vehicle to avoid overheads). Ad hoc deliveries Short- Every 

Saturday during 

season



Contextualising Our Needs- ‘Growth towards Long-Term Sustainability’ 

Focus Area and Need Notes Term

A. Facilities- NEW Hockey Field- Sand 

/Water Based TURF

Including floodlight towers, lower field to accommodate Long

A. Facilities- NEW Ladies Change Rooms 

HOME and AWAY

Upgrade to existing and match to new change rooms and building extension. Long

A. Facilities- NEW HIGH PERFORMANCE 

CENTRE

To include; GYM, High Performance Consulting areas, Bio Kineticists, Sport Psych, Physio etc Long

A. Facilities- NEW BOARD ROOM/ HALL 

for events (Revenue Generating)

To form part of existing building upgrade Long

A. Facilities- Upstairs Grand stand and 

clubhouse administration block

To form part of existing building upgrade. Includes meetings rooms and video tower Long

A. Facilities- Indoor Hockey Facility To form part of existing building upgrade Long

A. Facilities- Upgrade Service Road from 

Klipfontein Road

To include small car park and delivery area- automated gates Long

A. Facilities- Security Lighting  Upgrade Lighting Plan for entire hockey complex Long

A. Facilities- Exterior Running Path Build new running/walking path around perimeter and gardens of hockey complex Long 

Growth towards Long-Term Sustainability at CHC refers to Capex and generally refers to larger scale developments. 



We welcome prospective funders to visit CHC 

and take in the atmosphere. Whilst we teach 

humility there is no quarter in terms of our 

vision for our beloved game, club and 

community. 

Whilst you may have perused our list of 

needs the relationship we build with funders 

or perhaps friends of the club is fundamental. 

It is a journey we want to travel together. 

Ideally, CHC would benefit from longer term 

sponsorships to best plan and sustain our 

short-, medium- and long-term plans. We also 

feel that from a Marketing reach perspective 

this provides funders with greater reach and 

affiliation opportunities. However, we are open 

to a discussion to understand YOUR need and 

how we can form this relationship against a 

single yet purposeful mission. 

Opportunities for Funders Dependent on your choice funding we’re open to negotiating tailored 

terms to suit how you best place your funding for the best reach.

Some Opportunities include: 

▪ Marketing in and around our facility as a canvas
▪ Billboards and plaques 

▪ Marketing on sponsored club apparel 
▪ Club kit 

▪ Tour specific apparel 

▪ Marketing in our Newsletter
▪ Advertising 

▪ Recognition 

▪ Campaign Recognition and Partnering

▪ Provincial and National Player sponsorships and PR

▪ Youth and Community Relief Partnering and PR



PBO Certificate

Current developments towards 

funding

▪ Tax clearance as an important mechanism to provide funders with peace of mind as 

CHC operates as an NPO. 

Liquor License
▪ As a self-funding revenue stream a liquor license provides CHC the opportunity to place 

profit directly back into our short, medium and long objectives. 

National Lottery
▪ We’ve been fortunate to received funding from the National Lottery to procure our 

2021 playing kit. The new CHC kit will be branded with the National Lottery logo, and 

we look forward to flying both flags for the win! 

For Good and Momentum Metropolitan 

Holdings (MMH)

▪ With our PBO certificate in hand CHC has been invited to register on the ‘ForGood’ 

platform as a referral by Momentum Metropolitan Holdings. This opens doors for 

organisations who look to strengthen their CSI initiatives. We have also received a 

donation from MMH to help solve some of our short-term needs. We are indeed 

grateful. 

City of Cape Town 

▪ The City of Cape Town (COC) Municipality has been nothing short of supportive and 

understanding in regard to the CHC purpose. Even amid a global pandemic, the COC 

has been strategising and tactically working with CHC to find ways to continuously 

improve our facility. We are truly grateful for this honour and belief. 



Keenan Horne- Age 22

Central Hockey Club Men’s Grand Champion League, Western Province and SA Vice Captain



Recognition and Gratitude
‘Good Will’ in a world of so much need has become a privilege. We are so very fortunate that at CHC many people see our 

purpose and believe in our objectives. We recognize you! WE SEE YOU and we are grateful to you. 

Mr Herman Gribble

IDPS Project Management

Mr Pat de Wet Snr

De Wet Vrugte en Vervoer

HG Travelling Services

Mr Tarren Rumble

TRL Installation & Automation

Mr  & Mrs Ryklieff

Central Hockey Club

Mr S Ajam

Fain

Mr  Gavin Matthews

LK Electrical wholesalers

Plumstead Lighting VOLTEX

Mr Andre Jacobs

One Stop Tool Shop

Uber Flavour Mr F Peck

City of  Cape Town

Mr R Rhoda

RMG Trucking

PPC Cement Mr Rodney Fisher

Central Hockey Club



Contact Details Hockey and Facility- Enquiries

Wendy Hendricks

Club Secretary
084 800 0844

info@centralhockey.co.za

Sponsorship and Funding

Paul Smith

Marketing Convenor
060 770 8262

paul@donpauservices.co.za

Location

Johnston Rd, Belgravia, Cape Town, 7764

Central Hockey Club

Central Hockey


